In this note we introduce a general class of finite ramified coverings n.X^X. Examples of ramified covers in our sense include: finite covering spaces, branched covering spaces and the orbit map Y | Y/G where G is a finite group and Y an arbitrary (r-space. For any rf-fold ramified covering n:X^X we construct a transfer homomorphism
is multiplication by d. As a consequence we obtain a simple proof of the Conner conjecture; viz. the orbit space of an arbitrary finite group action on a Q-acyclic space is again Q acyclic. [1] which serves as the generic example of a d-iold ramified covering. Specifically we introduce:
Ramified coverings
Definition. A surjective finite to one map n: X 4-X is called a d-fold ramified covering iff there is a map /i:X-*N, called the multiplicity map (N.B. fi is part of the structure) sueh that 
we associate the subset Note that A{o~-(y,j)) = o~A(y,j) so that |.4(y,j)| depends only on the orbit of (y,j) in
and thus we may define the multiplicity function /t by where | | denotes cardinality. This defines completing the requisite structure for a ramified cover.
Proof o/(l-l). We begin by analysing the map p: 
Proof. To define/let xeX and set x = TT(X). Choose an arrangement of the points of TT~1(X) counted according to multiplicity so that all fi(x) copies of x occur at the beginning; say for example
where the square brackets denote equivalence class. To see that this is well defined let S , ^^ The composite <p defined by the commutative square
is closed since/is continuous. Moreover the map
is inverse to q> so 97 is bijective and hence a homeomorphistn. Thus
establishes the continuity of/and the cartesian nature of the square. | PROPOSITION 
1-3. Suppose (f |" F,/t) is a d-fold ramified covering and a continuous map. Then the pullback n^.X \ X is a ramified covering.
Proof. To begin note V X : = X x T f IX: n^x, y): = x. We define Then for any xeXwe have To see this note that by (1-5) an involution defines a ramified double covering. On the other hand switching the points in each fibre of a ramified double covering X \" X defines an involution on X.
Remark 2. By (1-1) One can also examine the converse, namely when can one suitably redefine the multiplicity function of a kd-fold ramified cover so as to obtain a d-fold ramified covering. In this connection we have the useful:
Observation. Suppose given the diagram of solid arrows
defining X | X as a id-fold ramified covering. If the dotted arrows exist as functions, then they are continuous. The following theorem of Chernowski(l) shows that the above discussion applies in the manifold situation. A moment's reflection shows that which leads to a transfer for Z/n homology.
Remark 2.
If G is a group acting on X and X such that the ramified covering map n: X | X is a G-map, then n n :8 ili (X;I)->8*{X;Z), is a Z((?)-module homomorphism. This follows by simply noting that the map f n :X-+SP*(X), is Cr-equivariant. COROLLARY 2-3. If X ^"X is a d-fold ramified cover and X is Q, resp. Z/n acyclic, then X is Q acyclic, resp. Z/n acyclic provided deZ/n*.
